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Rever is a smartphone app that unleashes the untapped potential of your frontline 
workers by empowering them to drive improvements, address acute issues, and 
solve problems leveraging standard methodologies, collaborating across teams, 
and tracking impact on performance. All activity generated by your frontline is 
consolidated onto easy to read dashboards showing real-time analytics.

Empower those closest to the action with the ability 
to not only report ideas and problems, but to take 
action. 80% of improvement ideas come from the 
Frontline. 

Approval & Accountability
Enforcement of authorization responsibilities, flows, 
and requirements.

Track Impact on Business Performance
Capture data on operational performance at the 
frontline to recognize contributors and analyze ROI.

Connect individuals to collaborate, share, and 
learn together. Building an engaged workforce 
when 70% of the US workforce is disengaged is a 
competitive advantage.

Access via Mobile/PC
Mobile technology already in the hands of the 
frontline with easy to use features. On the PC for 
those at a desk to dive into problem solving, data 
analysis, and reporting.

Virtual Teams to Collaborate
Assign the right people from across the company 
to implement ideas and solve problems. Collabo-
ration is easy with notes, attachments, and access 
from anywhere anytime.

Share Ideas & Solutions
A central data source eliminates information silos 
and the reinventing of solutions by sharing ideas 
and learnings across the organization.

Empower the Frontline

Continuous Improvement for Innovation

Quick Action for Issue Resolution

Problem Solving for Root Cause Analysis

Guided PDCA Workflow

Guided Quick Fix Workflow

Guided 8D Workflow

This will increase 
productivity and 
improve safety.
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Engage Frontline in Industry 4.0

Drive programs that engage employees, centralize 
data, and provide actionable insights by leveraging 
technology already in the hands of the Industry 4.0 
frontline.

Campaigns to Align Associates
Campaigns focus e�orts by recognizing and rewarding 
those contributing to the targeted objectives.

Recognize & Reward
Gamification drives engagement by assigning points to 
participant activity and allowing leaders to recognize 
those making an impact.

Real-time Insights & Dashboards
Real-time visibility to measure and report on the 
activity and results that matter.

Leverage Frontline Data Insights
Centralize data to uncover insights, make better 
decisions, and improve with machine learning.
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I can kick o� di�erent 
types of innovation 
and problem solving 
activities.

I'm excited to report 
our success to the 
management team 

next week.
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